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DREAMERS, PHILOSOPHERS AND PHYSICIANS:
BOETHIUS OF DACIA AND THE CONJECTURAL CHARACTER OF NATURAL SCIENCES

Although I shared with Thomas Ricklin many interests – from vernacular philosophy to Dante’s
Convivio – I will focus here on a different topic, on which he was working at the beginning of the
1990s, when we first met in Freiburg. Thomas was then deeply interested in medieval literature on
dreams, and between 1997 and 1998 he published a brilliant Rêverie historique sur le rêve antique et
medieval, a groundbreaking article on Albert the Great’s De somno et vigilia, and a huge, impressive
book on twelfth-century theories of dreams1.
In these works, Thomas repeatedly mentioned Boethius of Dacia’s treatise De somniis, which not
only provides an original reading of Aristotle’s conception of divination through sleep but also
contains important epistemological remarks. Following Aristotle, Boethius claims that although most
dreams bear no relation to future events beyond mere coincidence, nonetheless a few of them are
either «causes» or «signs» of forthcoming events and can provide some kind of knowledge about the
future. In particular, some dreams are the result of a «passion» that affects the human body, such as
cooling and heating. Once awake, the dreamer may identify this «passion» as well as the external
agents that produced it, and since «that passion of the body upon which the form of his dream
followed can cause some future effect in his body, such as health or sickness, therefore through that
passion the dreamer can know future effects, which he knew through his dream». Boethius hastens to
emphasize that «such a passion can be impeded from its action, and therefore its effect, of which the
dream could be a sign, can fail to take place». Shifting abruptly from bodily «passions» to human
actions, he observes that «many of those things which are properly disposed to occur are changed
when a weightier counsel intervenes»2. Eventually he returns to natural causes, noticing that they are
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often impeded «when a stronger and contrary cause intervenes which corrupts them». As a
consequence – Boethius argues – when the natural philosopher draws a conclusion from such causes,
he does not establish it simpliciter, i.e. absolutely speaking, without qualification, but only «insofar
as it follows from those causes»:
Therefore when the natural philosopher draws a conclusion in syllogistic fashion by means of such
causes, that is, causes which can be impeded, he establishes his conclusion insofar as it follows from
those causes, but does not establish it without qualification [simpliciter]; for the causes through which
he draws his conclusion can be impeded. Thus a physician may reason: “He in whose body there is a
raw and indigested superfluous humor will die. Socrates is of this kind”. The physician correctly
demonstrates his conclusion insofar as it follows from this cause, but he does not demonstrate it
without qualification [simpliciter]. A warm medicine or a constellation or some other cause which
strengthens the digestive heat will corrupt the cause from which the physician was arguing and
thereby falsify his conclusion. And this is why many are deceived in thinking that natural
philosophers wish to demonstrate some conclusions in the unqualified sense [simpliciter] when they
demonstrate them by means of causes with respect to which or under the supposition of which it is
not possible for those conclusions not to follow. But since those causes and consequently those
conclusions can be otherwise – for the causes can be impeded – therefore the natural philosopher does
not intend to demonstrate such conclusions in the unqualified sense [simpliciter]3.
Boethius’ emphasis on the limits of natural philosophy, whose conclusions cannot be qualified as
absolutely true, has led scholars to interpret this passage in the light of the best-known, and
supposedly parallel passage of his De aeternitate mundi, where Boethius claims that the conclusions
of natural philosophy are not true without qualification (those contrary to the tenets of Christian faith
are indeed false when «taken in the absolute sense [accepta(e) absolute]») but are nevertheless true
«in certain respects [secundum quid]»4. I argued many years ago that the two passages have in fact
quite different purposes. In his treatise on the eternity of the world Boethius calls attention to the fact
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that the conclusions of natural philosophy are relatively, and not absolutely true because natural
philosophers can take into account only natural principles and causes, although, as Christians, they
know of supernatural causes which may act outside and even against natural principles. In his De
somniis he aims instead at highlighting that the conclusions of natural philosophy are relatively, and
not absolutely true because natural philosophers cannot take into account all natural principles and
causes5. I would like to argue now that this methodological digression, which at first sight seems to
occur rather unexpectedly in Boethius’ De somniis, may be better understood and appreciated if one
reads it against its proper background, which is obviously provided by Aristotle’s treatise De
divinatione per somnum6.
In this treatise Aristotle argues that it is not unreasonable to assume that some dreams are the «causes
of the actions cognate to each of them», because the choice to follow a certain course of action in the
daytime is often prepared and strengthened «in the images before the mind at night» (463a22463a32)7. Later he adds that it is no surprise that «many dreams have no fulfillment», because it is so
too with «many bodily symptoms and weather-signs, e.g. those of rain or wind». As a matter of fact,
if a new change occurs, more influential than the change that would originate from the event
announced by a sign, the event will not take place; similarly, many well-planned human actions fail,
owing to the intervention of other, more powerful «principles» (463b22-28)8.
Whereas the first Latin interpreters of the De divinatione per somnum, such as Adam of Buckfield
and Geoffrey of Aspall, simply noticed that human knowledge of future events through dreams is not
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certain because natural causes can be impeded9, Albert the Great, in his De homine (composed around
1242) highlighted that, unlike prophecies inspired by God, dreams do not signify what will happen
«absolutely [simpliciter]», but what will happen «according to a certain condition» established either
by natural or by voluntary causes:
dicendum quod revelationes fiunt duobus modis, scilicet secundum veram intelligentiam voluntatis
divinae, et secundum permixtione phantasmatum. Et primo modo non est somnium, ut supra habitum
est, sed prophetia, de qua infra disputabitur. Secundo vero modo est revelatio non significans rem
futuram simpliciter, sed secundum condicionem aliquarum causarum naturalium vel voluntariarum,
quae cause cum non sint necessariae, non erit necessarium futurum, quod significatum est. Hoc tamen
semper intelligendum est quod somnium sit in proprietatibus phantasmatum, quia sine
phantasmatibus non est aliquod somnium10.
From the late 1270s onwards, several commentators of Aristotle’s works on sleep and dreams
developed the thesis that the knowledge of the future acquired through dreams is not absolutely but
only conditionally true. According to Simon of Faversham, the bonus divinator is not allowed to
affirm that a certain effect will follow absolute, but only provided that no stronger cause intervenes
to impede it11. John of Jandun emphasizes that the interpreter of dreams should not claim «absolutely
[simpliciter]» that what has been dreamt of will come true, but simply argue – «moderating the words
[moderando sermones]» – that it is likely to come true12. Walter Burley repeats that «the interpreter
9
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of dreams [interpretator somniorum]» cannot have sure knowledge of the future and «must not say
absolutely [simpliciter] that such an event will happen, but that it will happen if it is not impeded»13.
Placed within the exegetical tradition of Aristotle’s treatises on sleep and dreaming, the remarkable
passage of Boethius of Dacia’s De somniis devoted to scientific methodology is less inappropriate
than it might at first appear. Still, since the Danish master is likely to have written his treatise around
1270, he is one of the first Latin Aristotelians who used the Stagirite’s rather trivial statement that
«many dreams have no fulfillment» as an opportunity to scrutinize the limits of the predictive
capability of sciences and their conjectural character14.
But why does Boethius shift from the uncertainty of inferences drawn from dreams that are supposed
to be signs of future events to general remarks on the fallibility of both natural philosophy and
medicine? In order to answer this question, it is useful to recall that, after discussing Aristotle’s views
on divination through dreams in his De homine, Albert the Great examined them more thoroughly in
his later paraphrase of the De somno et vigilia, redacted around 1256. If the Stagirite cursorily
mentioned that bodily and heavenly «signs», like dreams, do not always come true, Albert devotes
an entire chapter of the third book of his paraphrase – so skillfully studied by Thomas Ricklin15 – to
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arguing that medicine and all «divinatory sciences» based on «signs» take into account causes that
may be hindered, and therefore their predictions are reliable, even if they may at times turn out to be
false. Albert complains that «the astronomer, the augur [augur], the magician, the interpreter of
dreams and visions» are often unfairly criticized by ignorant men, who forget that the knowledge of
future contingents is inevitably uncertain; and he cites Ptolemy as an auctoritas claiming that
astrology should not be despised because of the errors of some of its practitioners, but should be
appreciated as a particular form of knowledge in which nothing can be stated nisi valde generaliter
et cum protestatione cauta. Like those made by physicians, the predictions of the astrologers are
indeed useful precisely because they concern events that may be impeded:
… propter quod etiam Ptolemaeus sapiens dicit nihil esse judicandum nisi valde generaliter et cum
protestatione cauta, quod stellae ea quae faciunt, faciunt per aliud et per accidens, ex quibus multa in
significatis suis occurrunt impedimenta: frustra enim poneretur studium ad scientias vaticinantes, si
ea quae future praevidentur, impediri non possent: ad hoc enim praevidemus ut mala impediantur, et
bona expediantur ad actum, sicut faciunt periti medicorum in suis prognosticationibus16.
Albert – whose apology of the astrologers was developed by Simon of Faversham and Walter Burley
in the passages mentioned above – undoubtedly alludes to chapters 2 and 3 of the Tetrabiblos17,
available to Latin readers through several translations, starting with the one from the Arabic authored
in 1138 by Plato of Tivoli, which was commonly used by medieval scholars not only before, but also
after William of Moerbeke’s translation from the Greek (1266-1269) and the new translation from
the Arabic by Giles of Parma (1271-1275)18. In these chapters Ptolemy acknowledges that astrologers
occasionally deceive people and make predictions that «sometimes fail», but insists that this is not a
good reason to reject their branch of learning, which should be welcome and prized although it is
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«conjectural and not to be absolutely affirmed»19. Moreover, recalling that «the Egyptians have
entirely united medicine with astronomical prediction», Ptolemy invites not to attribute categorical
statements to physicians, because when they foretell the probable outcome of a certain disease they
are aware that it will not occur if «remedies are provided»; and he also deplores that «since for the
most part the resisting faculty is not coupled with the prognostic, because so perfect a disposition is
rare, and since the force of nature takes its course without hindrance when the primary natures are
concerned, an opinion has been produced that absolutely all future events are inevitable and
unescapable [simpliciter eventuris tamquam de immutabilibus et inevitabilibus, according to
Moerbeke’s translation]»20.
Whereas in his Summa contra gentiles Thomas Aquinas links quotations from the De somno et vigilia
and the Tetrabiblos while arguing that in the sublunary world the effects of heavenly bodies do not
occur by necessity because they may be hindered by other conflicting causes21, Boethius of Dacia’s
colleague James of Douai makes use of Ptolemaeus in principio Quadripartiti in his commentary on
Aristotle’s De divinatione per somnium. He, however, skips any reference to physicians and focuses
only on astrologers, whose prognostications – he writes – are not certain because, given the mutability
of matter, the effects of a «constellation» may be blocked 22. Boethius instead does not mention any
source in his De somniis, totally neglects astrologers and focuses only on natural philosophers and
19
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Prognostischer Wissenschaften, 101-111. It is however significant that Ptolemy’s Tetrabiblos is precisely one of the
sources quoted in the exegetical tradition of Aristotle’s works on sleep and dreaming, from Albert the Great onwards.
21
«Aristoteles etiam dicit, in II de Somno et Vigilia, quod eorum quae in corporibus sunt signorum etiam caelestium, velut
aquarum et ventorum, multa non eveniunt. Si enim alius vehementior isto accidat motus a quo futurum est signum, non
fit: sicut et multa consulta bene, quae fieri expediebat, dissoluta sunt propter alias digniores inchoationes. Ptolomaeus
etiam, in Quadripartito, dicit: Rursus, nec aestimare debemus quod superiora procedant inevitabiliter, ut ea quae divina
dispositione contingunt et quae nullatenus sunt vitanda, necnon quae veraciter et ex necessitate proveniunt». Summa
contra Gentiles, III, c. 86, in : Opera Omnia (Leonine ed.), vol. 14, 262.
22

«Unde Ptolemaeus in principio Quadripartiti dicit quod per medicinas et disciplinas et diaetas actiones stellarum
impediuntur, nam ista transmutant materiam in qua talis constellatio talem effectum, quantum de se erat, debebat
producere; illa autem materia transmutata, amplius in illa materia non producet effectum illum, nam actus activorum sunt
in patiente et disposito. Et ideo astrologi volentes prognosticare de futuris cum certitudine non possunt per astra iudicare
de illis; verum est enim quod illud quod dicunt evenire per astra, si recte iudicant, est natum evenire, tamen est impedibile
propter materiae variationem et mutabilitatem». I quote from the commentary edited by EBBESEN, Sten : James of Douai
on Dreams, CIMAGL 84, 2015, 22-92, here 81. Interestingly enough, James’ quotations of Ptolemy is not second hand
from Albert. Long citations of different passages of the Tetrabiblos can be found in Roger Bacon’s Opus Maius, IV, ed.
BRIDGES, John H. Frankfurt a.M : Minerva 1964, vol. 1, 243-245.
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physicians. In emphasizing that they both give reliable though not infallible information about the
future, he may well depend on the methodological considerations put forward by Ptolemy in the first
chapters of his Tetrabiblos. This hypothesis seems to me quite plausible, since in his questions on the
Physics Boethius quotes precisely these chapters in order to support the following three thesis: first,
that a physician skilled in astronomy foreknows «the effects that the stars may have on the human
body» and may therefore successfully modify them; second, that astronomers’ estimations are «more
certain [certiora]» when they deal with the effects of the celestial bodies which come about by
necessity; third, that this happens only with a few effects, because the influence of one «star» may be
blocked by another23. Now, in the passage of his De somniis that we are examining, Boethius claims
that natural philosophy – including the scientia somnialis – is a valuable form of knowledge but is
inevitably based on the analysis of a limited number of causes which can be impeded, hence it has no
pretensions to demonstrating «in the unqualified sense [simpliciter]» what is going to happen. He
makes clear that the same should be said of medical diagnosis, which may be at times falsified because
the expected effects can be inhibited by unforeseen causes such as «a warm medicine or a
constellation»24.
The comparison between predictions through dreams and medical diagnosis, therefore, does not
emerge abruptly in a passage which should be interpreted as a first draft of Boethius of Dacia’s more
‘mature’ epistemological remarks developed in the De aeternitate mundi. As a matter of fact, this
comparison is significant in itself, provided that one understands it against its proper background: the
debate on human foreknowledge of future events which took place from the mid-thirteenth century
onwards among Latin Aristotelians, who originally developed ideas coming not only from the
exegetical tradition of the Stagyrite’s treatises on sleep and dreaming, but also from Ptolemy’s
Tetrabiblos. Moreover, this comparison is in keeping with Boethius of Dacia’s conception of the

23

«… et Ptolemaeus [dicit] quod medicus peritus in astris praecognoscens effectum quem stellae possunt facere in corpore
humano, potest corpus humanum convertere in alias dispositiones»; «… ideo dicit Ptolomaeus quod iudicia
astronomorum certiora sunt in his quae manifesta necessitate ex orbe reguntur»; «… actiones essentiales stellarum
recipiunt impedimenta, hoc contingit, quia una stella quin effectum faceret alia sibi contrariae virtutis impedit, ut
Ptolemaeus 3° capitulo Quadripartiti», Quaestiones in Physicam, II, q. 25, ed., SAJÓ, Geza, in : CPD, vol. 5.2, 247, 250,
253. Without making reference to Ptolomaeus, Boethius of Dacia examines the problem of predictions of the future also
in his Topica, II, q. 20, ed. GREEN-PEDERSEN, Nicolaus / PINBORG, Johannes, in : CPD, vol. 6.1, 146-148, where the idea
that some causes may be impeded plays a pivotal role. See BIANCHI, Introduzione, 166-167.
24
See the passage quoted above, with the helpful comments by Sten Ebbesen : «The material world is contingent, but is
not chaotic. We can build up our sciences, starting with experience and abstraction, and for the most part they will give
us good guidance. We just must be prepared for the unexpected. It is all right to call scientific theorems true. But we
should not forget to understand “supposing such things as they speak about exist”, and – more generally – “supposing no
other causes intervene than those described in this science”. It is an unfortunate mistake when laymen “believe that natural
scientists want to prove conclusions in an absolute way, when, as a matter of fact, they prove them by means of causes
with respect to which or on the supposition of whose occurrence it is impossible for these conclusions to be otherwise”,
as Boethius says in On Dreams». See EBBESEN, Sten. Topics in Latin Philosophy from the 12th-14th centuries. Collected
Essays of Sten Ebbesen Volume 2. Farnham : Ashgate 2009, 161.
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origin and the significance of dreams. For him, dreams are caused either by external agents (such as
stars, which produce heat or cold that affects the sleeper’s body) or by internal changes, both
physiological (fever) and psychological (emotions such as fear and love), which impact human health.
Correctly interpreted, dreams may therefore help skilled physicians to prognosticate future diseases,
but their reliability, like that of all prognoses, is not absolute since no ‘scientist’ can take into account
all the variables that may influence a phenomenon.
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